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Talbot–Lau grating interferometry is a new innovative X-ray technology in the field of 
radiography and computed tomography that extends the imaging capabilities of absorption 
contrast (AC) in medicine and material science by the introduction of differential phase 
contrast (DPC) and dark-field contrast (DFC). This paper discusses the benefits of the 
additional imaging modality of DFC provided by a new desktop Talbot–Lau µXCT system 
(SkyScan 1294). With this system, selected medical and biological samples such as medical 
foam, cortical bone, molar tooth, and barley corn seed samples have been imaged and 
compared to reference methods such as high-resolution µXCT and optical coherence 
tomography (OCT) regarding information gain and contrast.
 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC 

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Imaging methods such as X-ray computed tomography (XCT) and radiography are essential techniques in order to reveal 
internal structures in various research fields such as medicine or material science applications. Concerning low absorbing 
structures or materials with similar attenuation coefficients, conventional absorption-based contrast (AC) methods reach 
their limits, since AC only provides information on the attenuation of the X-ray beam intensity through the specimen. In 
2002, a new innovative X-ray technology based on the Talbot–Lau effect has been first utilized for X-ray imaging using 
monochromatic synchrotron radiation [1,2]. The additional use of a source grating in 2006 has enabled the introduction of 
this technique with the subsequent extraction of differential phase contrast (DPC) and dark-field contrast (DFC) to poly-
chromatic laboratory X-ray sources [3]. Since then the method evolved concerning improved hardware and grating design 
[4], reconstruction techniques and image processing [5,6], while suitable fields of material science applications have been 
identified [7–10]. In vivo dark-field and phase-contrast X-ray imaging of small animals as well as a setup towards clinical 
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Table 1

Scanning parameters for µXCT (tube voltage, pre-filtration, voxel size VS), corresponding exposure times as a product of integration time, averaging, number 
of projections and number of phase steps as well as axial and lateral resolutions for OCT.

Samples SkyScan 1294 (Talbot–Lau 
µXCT)

Nanotom or RayScan 250E 
(µXCT)

Spectral domain OCT, 
system resolution

Exposure times 
in (min)

Medical foam Preset 2, 35 kV, 0.25 mm Al, 
(22.8 µm)3 VS

45 kV, no pre-filter,
(7 µm)3 VS (Nanotom)

(x/y): 15 µm (z):
7 µm in air
∼5 µm in tissue

Nanotom µXCT: 75 
Talbot–Lau µXCT: 780

Cortical bone Preset 2, 35 kV, 0.25 mm Al, 
(5.7 µm)3 VS

60 kV, no pre-filter,
(6 µm)3 VS (Nanotom)

– Nanotom µXCT: 62.5 
Talbot–Lau µXCT: 504

Molar tooth Preset 2, 35 kV, 0.25 mm Al, 
(22.8 µm)3 VS; Preset 5, 50 kV, 
0.045 mm Cu, (22.8 µm)3 VS

100 kV, no pre-filter, 
(14 µm)3 VS (RayScan)

(x/y): 15 µm (z):
7 µm in air
∼5 µm in tissue

RayScan µXCT: 48 
Talbot–Lau µXCT:
512 (preset 2)
616 (preset 5)

Barley corns Preset 2, 35 kV, 0.25 mm Al, 
(22.8 µm)3 VS

50 kV, no pre-filter, 
(8.25 µm)3 VS (Nanotom)

(x/y): 6 µm (z):
2.6 µm in air
∼1.8 µm in tissue

Nanotom µXCT: 62.5 
Talbot–Lau µXCT: 520

phase-contrast radiography of small joints and mammography recently demonstrated diagnostic benefits for (pre-)clinical 
routines [5,11–13]. First clinical prototypes for radiographic purposes are expected to arrive in the near future [13]. The 
drawbacks of existing laboratory-based grating interferometer systems are limited access, user-friendliness, and complexity 
of operations. With the introduction of the first commercially available desktop Talbot–Lau µXCT system (SkyScan 1294) 
for material science applications in the beginning of 2015, this imaging method now becomes accessible for a broader 
community [14].

In order to evaluate our results in the light of a broader framework of additional imaging methods, we additionally apply 
high-resolution µXCT and optical coherence tomography (OCT). Based on white light interferometry [15], OCT employs 
broad band light in the near infrared range to capture sub-surface features in turbid media [16]. OCT images are obtained 
in reflection geometry, i.e. the probing light beam is focused into the object and the back-scattered light from different 
sample structures can be measured in a coherent way. OCT is capable of detecting interfaces between regions of different 
refractive index and thereby delivering contour images, whereas µXCT works in transmission and images are encoded to 
grayscale intensities according to material density, thus providing complementary information. The penetration depth of 
OCT is typically 1–3 mm, depending on the center wavelength of the light source and the corresponding absorption and 
light scattering properties of the sample. The lateral and depth (also called axial) resolutions are decoupled and typically 
lie in the range of several micrometers. Commercially well established as medical imaging tool for ophthalmology, OCT has 
also shown its potential in biomedicine and material science [17–19].

2. Material and methods

2.1. Samples and scanning parameters

In this paper, we studied foam, bone, tooth, and seed samples using µXCT and OCT. The foam sample is a medical 
appliance for stimulating wound healing induced by mechanical stimulations and increasing local blood flow. It is thus 
acting anti-septic, accelerating wound closure, and stimulating tissue growing into the foam structure. The bone sample 
has been taken from a healthy cortical bone (tabula externa explant) for jawbone implant construction. The tooth sample 
is a molar tooth, whose root was treated with metallic and plastic dental fillings. The investigated cereal samples are 
represented by barley corns with different initial conditioning (untreated and malted corns) prior to the actual brewing 
process. The parameters for Talbot–Lau µXCT, high-resolution µXCT, and OCT scans are shown in Table 1.

2.2. High-resolution µXCT

High-resolution µXCT scans (absorption contrast) have been performed with laboratory µXCT devices including (i) a GE 
Nanotom 180 NF sub-µ-XCT device with a 180 kV high nano-focus X-ray tube and a 2304 × 2304 pixel Hamamatsu flat 
panel detector allowing a minimal voxel size down to 500 nm and (ii) a RayScan 250 E system with a 225 kV µ-focus X-ray 
tube from Viscom and a 2048 × 2048 pixel Perkin Elmer flat panel detector, with a minimal voxel size of about 5 µm.

2.3. Talbot–Lau grating interferometer µXCT

The SkyScan 1294 Talbot–Lau grating interferometer µXCT setup is consisting of a PANalytical µ-focus X-ray source, 
a detector from Princeton Instruments with 4000 ×2672 pixels. A typical Talbot–Lau µXCT setup is shown in Fig. 1a. A source 
grating (G0) acts as an array of line sources, ensuring a sufficient transverse coherence length, while a diffractive grating 
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Fig. 1. Sketches of working principles of (a) Talbot–Lau µXCT setup and (b) OCT system; (a) X-ray source S , gratings G0/G1/G2, object O , detector D , and 
grating distances L and d; (b) light source S , beam splitter BS, lenses L1/L2/L3, object O , reference mirror Ref-M, grating G , line scan camera CAM, and 
distance between sample surface and first interface d.

(G1) causes phase modulation of the incoming X-rays resulting in an interference pattern. Since the fringe pattern cannot 
be resolved directly with conventional X-ray detectors, an absorption grating (G2) is placed in front of the detector. G1
and G2 are establishing the interferometer. The source grating G0 is used to scan transversely across the repeated intensity 
pattern, called phase stepping, resulting in a sinusoidal intensity modulation. Rotating the sample stepwise in between the 
acquisition of the phase stepping curves allows the tomographic operation.

AC is formed due to the absorption mechanism of photons interacting with matter predominantly in form of photoelectric 
effect and Compton scattering in the low keV range. DPC is related to the index of refraction and image contrast is thus 
achieved through the local deflection of the X-ray beam. DFC contains the total amount of radiation scattered at small angles 
in forward direction, mainly caused by surfaces and interfaces of internal structures such as pores or cracks. The placement 
of a sample within optical beam axis will attenuate, refract, and scatter the incoming X-ray and thus perturbing the periodic 
intensity modulations. A Fourier analysis of the intensity modulations of each detector pixel is used to simultaneously 
extract co-registered AC, DPC, and DFC.

A precise production of gratings with adequate grating properties and a perfect alignment of all three gratings in rota-
tion and tilt are mandatory for proper data extraction. The precise relative alignment of gratings in rotation and tilting is 
realized by a multi-axis positioning system based on miniature stepping motors and backlash-free actuators. Phase stepping 
is realized by piezo drives with a close-loop positioning feedback, which provides sufficiently high positioning accuracy and 
repeatability. The absorption grating G2 in front of the camera stays statically. The phase grating G1 can be adjusted by 
rotation and tilting for aligning with respect to G2. The diffractive grating G1 can be moved in direction along the beam 
for maximum modulation of phase carpet pattern on the surface of grating G2. The source grating G0 can be aligned on its 
rotational position in correspondence to G1 and G2.

2.4. Optical coherence tomography

For the measurements two different OCT systems were applied. Both systems are so-called spectral domain (SD) OCT 
systems, as shown in Fig. 1b [20,21]. The light emitted by the broadband light source S is split into reference and sample 
beam at the beam splitter BS. The reference beam is then reflected by the reference mirror Ref-M while the sample beam 
is focused into the object O and reflected at its surface and various interfaces inside. After recombination at the beam 
splitter BS, the interference of sample and reference is spectrally decomposed by a grating G and focused onto a line-array 
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Fig. 2. µXCT slice images of AC and DFC (SkyScan 1294), AC (Nanotom), images of OCT and 3D renderings of medical foam for wound healing. AC (Nanotom) 
and OCT are showing different slice and rendering positions, but at a comparable scale.

detector D . The inverse Fourier transform converts the data from the spectral domain into the spatial domain, resulting 
in an immediate A-Scan of the sample. This is exemplified in Fig. 1b for the surface and a single inner interface. For 2D 
and 3D data, the sample is either raster scanned with mirrors and/or moved on a stage. The penetration depth of OCT is 
limited by the absorption and light scattering properties of the sample at the used center wavelength. The lateral resolution 
is determined by the focusing optics. The axial resolution is limited by the center wavelength and bandwidth of the light 
source. Best depth resolution is achieved for high bandwidth sources centered at shorter wavelengths, whereas longer 
wavelengths often provide a significantly higher penetration depth for highly scattering samples [22].

For the high-resolution measurements of the barley corns, a lab-based OCT system was applied, with a center wavelength 
around 850 nm and a spectral width of 260 nm providing an axial resolution better than 2.6 µm in air but less than 1 mm 
penetration depth. The lateral resolution of the applied objective is better than 2 µm. To achieve a high penetration depth, 
a system with a center wavelength around 1300 nm and a spectral width of 150 nm, was applied, providing an axial 
resolution of less than 7 µm in air (Telesto, Thorlabs). The lateral resolution is less than 15 µm. In axial direction, OCT 
images the optical path, which is stretched in comparison to the geometric path, namely by the factor of the refractive 
index n. Thus, the axial resolution is enhanced by this factor, and for n = 1.4 results in an axial resolution in tissue (such as 
polymers or teeth) of 5 µm for the Telesto system.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Foam sample

Using conventional absorption-based µXCT it is very hard to characterize polymeric foam structures like thin struts and 
walls with low density at low physical resolutions. Fig. 2 shows Talbot–Lau µXCT slices of AC and DFC in comparison to 
Nanotom AC and OCT data. DFC resolves the individual walls of the foam structure with much better contrast, whereas 
AC is only capable of resolving thicker knots. Even though the thickness of the cell walls are overestimated and image 
noise could be a problem for further image processing, DFC turns out to be the key imaging modality, allowing a proper 
segmentation and characterization of cell walls and cellular foam structures by e.g. computing the pore size distribution. At 
higher resolutions, absorption based µXCT (Nanotom) is capable of resolving individual cell walls.

OCT images in Fig. 2 were obtained by the Telesto system. They are showing the potential of this method as a tool for 
imaging and qualitatively characterizing shape, size, and distributions of the individual cells in polymeric foams in a fast 
and non-destructive way. The penetration level is considered to be in the range of 4 layers of voids. A strong signal is 
just created at the interfaces between air and polymer and in combination with the high-resolution capabilities, the wall 
thickness of the individual cells walls can be determined quite accurately.
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Fig. 3. µXCT slice images concerning AC and DFC (SkyScan 1294), AC (Nanotom) and its 3D rendering of a cortical bone sample (tabula externa explant).

3.2. Bone sample

The corresponding Nanotom AC, Talbot–Lau µXCT AC and DFC slice images of the cortical bone sample (tabula externa 
explant) are shown in Fig. 3. In areas of compact and dense bone, both image modalities deliver a more or less clear AC 
and DFC signal. The DFC is heavily prone to image noise, since the sample has been scanned at native detector resolution 
without binning. The Talbot–Lau µXCT system is capable of acquiring sharp AC images, which is also confirmed by the 
high-resolution Nanotom scan. AC shows the perforating holes in the cortical bone, which can be separated well from the 
bone matrix.

DFC shows especially for crack like structures a strong dark-field signal, which could be used to identify small cracks in 
medical questions and thus supporting clinical diagnosis. In areas with spongy bone, only AC is resolving the trabecular bone 
structure in full detail, whereas DFC is showing a diffuse dark-field signal caused by too much scattering and absorption. 
Thus, the dark-field signal is heavily distorted and only part of the signal is containing proper geometrical information 
in terms of individual resolved trabecular structures. Nevertheless, the system is capable of extracting a proper dark-field 
signal, even though the used voxel size of (5.7 µm)3 becomes already comparable to the periods of the gratings.

3.3. Tooth sample

The molar tooth has been scanned with two different system presets. Preset 5 (50 kV, 0.045 mm Cu) leads to less 
pronounced beam hardening artifacts in the case of AC, since additional pre-filtering cuts off low energy photons, whereas 
preset 2 (35 kV, 0.25 mm Al) yields a slightly stronger dark-field signal with less image noise, since this preset fits better to 
the design energy and grating efficiency of the Talbot–Lau µXCT system. The design energy is among other things dependent 
on the effective wavelength, the period of the G1 grating, and the distances d and L. Fig. 4 shows axial slice images through 
the cusp tips of the occlusal surface. Larger cracks are visible both in AC and DFC with significant contrast advantages in 
the case of DFC, since smaller cracks can only be resolved in the DFC images. The strong dark-field signal is overestimating 
the actual crack width.

For image fusion, a combination of high-pass filtered AC and DFC images are added to the original AC image. The 
low-pass filtered images are computed by a 2D convolution with a Gaussian function. To obtain the high frequencies of an 
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Fig. 4. µXCT slice images concerning AC (preset 5), DFC (preset 2), a fused image, AC (RayScan) and its 3D rendering as well as OCT results showing a large 
crack in the dental enamel phase of the occlusal surface of a molar tooth (three lower left images).

image, a low-pass filtered version of this image is subtracted. The convolution for the high-pass filtering was realized as 
a multiplication in frequency domain. For the fused image, an image mask was generated from AC to mask all regions of 
the DFC image that are air (see Fig. 4, upper row: insert in the fused image), hence displaying only the dental regions #1, 
#2 and #3. Summing up all intensities of the original AC, high-pass filtered AC and high-pass filtered DFC image that was 
masked and inverted, produces the fusion result shown in Fig. 4. In this fusion method, the physical representation of dental 
filling, dental enamel, and dentin phases regarding their gray values is preserved and internal structures such as cracks or 
air gaps are emphasized. Due to the use of a binary mask, no image noise is added to areas of air.

The OCT C-scan (x/y) in Fig. 4 (lower right image), at 1300 nm, at a similar position shows the interfaces at a finer 
scale. The dark region, indicated by the marker, is a shadowing artifact of the crack at the surface. While the high axial 
resolution of the OCT system allows the detection of cracks and delamination parallel to the surface thinner than 7 µm, 
defects perpendicular to the surface of a highly scattering medium are less apparent. The penetration with OCT is rather 
limited. Therefore it is not possible to track the crack until it reaches the dentin phase. The surface and interfaces are 
represented by OCT in much more detail as compared to the results of the Talbot–Lau µXCT scan (lower left image).

3.4. Seed samples

Fig. 5 shows an untreated (top) and a malted barley corn (bottom) that is prepared optimally before brewing beer. The 
microstructure has an important influence on the brewing process, since the inner structure facilitates the reactivation and 
the development of enzymes required for converting the grain’s starches into sugars. The untreated barley corn shows a 
compact region of endosperm with fewer cracks as compared to the malted one. The differences of the inner structures of 
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Fig. 5. µXCT results of AC and DFC (SkyScan 1294), AC (Nanotom) and its 3D rendering as wells as high-resolution OCT images showing the corn shell 
(epidermis) and cross-sections in the center of the cutting plane (endosperm) of an untreated and malted barley corn.

the barley corns can be distinguished with both modalities AC and DFC, whereas DFC shows a more pronounced difference 
in terms of gray values, reflecting a major change in the microstructure due to malting treatment. The high-resolution Nan-
otom scan is capable of resolving cracks with an opening of 10 µm, confirming the visual impression from DFC, especially 
in the area of the dotted circle.

The bottom images of Fig. 5 show the high-resolution OCT images. The microstructure of the shell showed no significant 
changes, besides a slight increment of cuticle-thickness, a slight rougher surface and less penetration depth reflected by the 
change in color in the case of the malted barley corn. Due to scattering and absorption, the penetration depth was quite 
low. Therefore a destructive intermediate step was necessary by cutting the barley corns in half. The inner microstructure 
had changed significantly. While the cell walls of the untreated corn were largely intact, the cells in the malted one seemed 
to have swollen in the process until most of the cell walls had burst. This can be associated with the malting process, in 
which the cells swell during the steeping and are exposed to heat during kilning.

4. Conclusions and summary

All three methods presented in this paper rely on different mechanisms for image formation and underlay certain phys-
ical properties as well as restrictions. While the contrast of AC is based on absorption, the contrast of DFC is proportional 
to the local scattering strength of the sample and OCT visualizes local changes of the refractive index. Even though high-
resolution µXCTs are powerful tools for materials characterization, conventional absorption-based methods reach their limits 
when scanning low absorbing structures or materials with similar attenuation coefficients. The introduction of new imaging 
modalities by Talbot–Lau µXCT helps to overcome certain limitations. For example, DFC is capable of identifying cracks in 
various materials ranging from calcified tissues like teeth and bones to fiber reinforced polymers [14], which can be even 
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smaller than the spatial resolution of high-resolution, absorption-based µXCT systems. Nevertheless, there are a few draw-

backs concerning Talbot–Lau µXCT for materials characterization, since conventional absorption-based µXCT systems usually 
offer a much faster data acquisition by a factor of 5–10 and significantly higher penetration capabilities. Moreover, at high 
resolutions, AC is capable of resolving smaller structures in the range of microns for samples with a small diameter. Finally, 
OCT is well suitable for a very fast acquisition (within seconds) of the microstructure at high-resolution being able to depict 
features close to the surface in not too strongly scattering or absorbing materials. OCT is able to scan arbitrary large sample 
areas.

In this paper, we scanned medical foam, cortical bone, molar tooth, and barley corn seed samples with the new Talbot–
Lau µXCT device and compared the results to high-resolution µXCT and OCT as reference methods:

• Medical foam: While Nanotom AC shows good data quality in terms of image contrast and noise, it fails in the vi-
sualization of thin wall structures. DFC turns out to be the key imaging modality, since individual walls of the foam 
structure can be resolved in much more detail and with better contrast compared to AC allowing the characterization 
of foams by e.g. computing the pore size distribution. Nevertheless, it has to be considered, that the strong DFC signal 
of cell walls is leading to a strong overestimation of their actual thickness. OCT is showing its potential for imaging 
and characterizing qualitatively shape, size and distributions of the individual cells in polymeric foams in a fast and 
non-destructive way. Unfortunately, shadowing effects in OCT data of incompletely imaged walls are making statistical 
evaluation of pores impossible.

• Cortical bone: DFC shows especially for small crack-like structures a strong dark-field signal, even though the images 
have been acquired at the native detector resolution and the image is heavily prone to noise. Talbot–Lau µXCT allows 
the extraction of sharp AC images at the native detector resolution, even at a relatively large focal spot size of about 
30 µm, which is also confirmed by the high-resolution Nanotom AC scan.

• Molar tooth: A dual energy approach with the subsequent image fusion of AC with high-pass filtered AC and DFC images 
allows the characterization of inner structures close to the occlusal surface, while the physical representation of dental 
filling, dental enamel, and dentin phases regarding their gray values is preserved. OCT is capable of resolving larger 
cracks near the occlusal surface and interfaces at a finer scale. The penetration with OCT is rather limited. Therefore it 
is not possible to track the crack until it reaches the dentin phase.

• Barley corns: Comparing the untreated and malted barley corn, DFC shows a distinct change in microstructure, since the 
malting process causes the development of many small cracks in the endosperm region, whereas the untreated barley 
corn shows a more compact matrix with fewer cracks. In the case of OCT, individual burst cells can be identified in the 
case of the malted corn, showing a significant change in microstructure at a finer scale as well.
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